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5 August 2009

Hare
Gunpowder Plod

Beermeister
Eunuch

Start
Nai Chung village, Sai Sha Road,
just past Wu Kai Sha. See map on
next page

Desperate Dan is spooked by a floating pest head
ys
beware of ga

ru n 1 3 82 , 2 9 j u l y 2 0 0 9 , K au To Shan
rap, short run, said the hare,
as he assumed his duty of
“guarding” the beer while
we, the stoic few, cantered oﬀ into
the leafy suburbs of Kau To Shan
hoping to sample some of the
renowned shiggy country around
this outpost of the wealthy and
privileged.
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Alas, it was not to be, because hare
Desperate Dan had backed himself
into a woeful corner by his decision
to take along Slider to help set the
run. Or rather by his decision to
take along teenage daughter Slider
to set the run at 1pm on a hot and
humid day. Slide she certainly did,
and the hapless pair had to get oﬀ
the hill double-quick and get cooled
down and hydrated. Result: The

shortest run since Zimmerframe’s
infamous 15-minute out-and-back.
Even visitor Moni, on only her
second hash, was complaining when
it became apparent we were heading
back to the buckets with barely 20
minutes under our belts, and god
knows what virgin Abel thought, or
SKH3 visitor Britarse, who’s started
running with N2TH3 in an attempt
to get some night running
experience before the Raleigh
Challenge.
Into the villages, round and about,
plenty of checks, and Eunuch shortcircuiting at a particularly “clever”
checkback and following trail
backwards until he met us again on
the new road, not at all fazed by the
“NO NO” signs he kept passing.

Time
7.30pm

By bus
299 from Shatin Central bus
terminus underneath New Town
Plaza next to Shatin railway station
or green minibus from University
station to Shui Long Wo

Taxi pool
7.15pm at at Wu Kai Sha MTR
station taxi rank, exit B

Hare says
90% virgin trail, lots of shiggy and
good running, no farking mountains

Telephone
Gunpowder Plod 9307 2041

Hare line
1384 – 12 August – Eunuch
1385 – 19 August – G Spot
1386 – 26 August – Gin & Vomit
1387 – 2 Sept – Serbian Bomber*
1388 – 9 Sept – Luk Sup Gow

Mango’s shame –
Gloria’s fame
The GM somehow managed to pull a
muscle in his calf and was even more
crap on the run than usual, balefully
moaning as he limped in about “too
much hardtop”.
Not a bad trail for a shortie, and the
pack was kept well together to the
extent that Mango Groove was heard
gloating over his first ever “victory” over
Go West.
But there was a twist in the tail, as the
hare, obviously having assessed the pack
as being as dumb as himself, attempted
to route the trail round again in a bid to
pretend it was longer than it really was.
Nice try! It was the eagle-eyed QT that
spotted the home trail as most of the
pack dashed oﬀ on an abortive second
circuit to QT’s Fartypants-like taunts of
“Well you can go that way if you like but
I know where I’m going!”
So Gloria trooped in first, and having
beaten his old man twice in three days
was pretty cool and just drank his
customary vodka disguised as mineral
water - clearly the secret of his power.
Eunuch was appointed Cash in VD’s
absence, and decided to discount subs to
$40 on the grounds that the run was
“SHORT!”, leaving notorious equities
trader Bogbrush frantically screaming a
Pavlovian “SELL!”
Mayhem ensued in the circle when
Serbian Bomber produced three
handwritten sheets of downdowns – but
it was just a wind-up, and he let us oﬀ
with a brief selection. Phew!
A rare on-on was staged or held at the
pigeon daipaidongs of Fo Tan.
Runners: Mango Groove, Go West,
Eunuch, Gloria, Billy Jizz, Liberace,
Golden Jelly, Walky Talky, Dingaling,
Sam, Serbian Bomber, Britarse, Gin &
Vomit, Golden Balls, Bogbrush, Moni,
Abel, QT, Stingray.

